FC Barcalona - Pressing to Regain Possession High up the Pitch

Date: 10/Feb/2012  Measurement: Half a Pitch
Time: N/A:N/A  Players: 21
Duration: N/A  Level/Age Group: U15 - 18+

Description: Busquets pass to Messi has been intercepted by the white No.4, so Xavi and Iniesta move immediately to double mark him. Busquets moves forward to prevent a possible pass towards No.10. Abidal and Pique mark the two forwards closely in order to block off a possible pass directed to them. As all the players move close to the ball zone, they limit the space for the opposition and all possible passing options are removed. Barcelona utilise this tactic consistently and inevitably regain possession.

Objective: To develop pressing as a team by limiting the opponents time, space and regain possession.

Coaching Points: 1. The immediate movement is to close down the ball carrier.
2. The other players aim is to cover possible passing options.
3. The team work as a cohesive unit and all move inwards together to make the play compact and create a numerical advantage around the ball zone.

FC Barcelona: A Tactical Analysis - Attacking and Defending Book Set Combo

A Team from Another Planet!
A Tactical Blue-Print of Pep Guardiola’s Barcelona Team

This book set combo is an exclusive and ground-breaking study of Pep Guardiola’s Barcelona team.

We now have a full analysis of Barcelona’s tactics which have been so important to their success. The attacking and defending books show Barca’s 4-3-3 system of play, each player’s responsibilities, positioning and movement within every possible attacking and defensive phase of play.

Both Attacking and Defending books starts with the characteristics of the players and the philosophy of Barcelona and builds into a comprehensive overview of their attacking and defending tactics employed with clear diagrams and detailed descriptions.

Purchase the 2-Book Set:

Rest of the World Shop:  

USA/CA Shop:  

Diagrams were created using www.SoccerTutor.com Tactics Manager Software  
http://www.soccertutor.com/tacticsmanager